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Abstract. This paper shows how an omnidirectional robot can learn to
correct inaccuracies when driving, or even learn to use corrective motor
commands when a motor fails, whether partially or completely. Driving
inaccuracies are unavoidable, since not all wheels have the same grip on
the surface, or not all motors can provide exactly the same power. When
a robot starts driving, the real system response differs from the ideal
behavior assumed by the control software. Also, malfunctioning motors
are a fact of life that we have to take into account.
Our approach is to let the control software learn how the robot reacts to
instructions sent from the control computer. We use a neural network, or
a linear model for learning the robot’s response to the commands. The
model can be used to predict deviations from the desired path, and take
corrective action in advance, thus increasing the driving accuracy of the
robot.
The model can also be used to monitor the robot and assess if it is
performing according to its learned response function. If it is not, the
new response function of the malfunctioning robot can be learned and
updated. We show, that even if a robot loses power from a motor, the
system can re-learn to drive the robot in a straight path, even if the robot
is a black-box and we are not aware of how the commands are applied
internally.

1 Motivation: Robots are Imprecise

The FU-Fighters participated in RoboCup 2004 in Lisbon. The robots had a
combination of motors and electronics. The motors performed satisfactorily until
we started losing some of them. We drive the motors above their specification, as
almost all teams do, and it can happen, during a long tournament, that motors
get damaged. Our omnidirectional robots have four wheels, so that the remaining
three motors could still be used, but the robot oscillated wildly because the PID
controller tried to operate with the four motors. Therefore, a natural question
to ask is whether the high-level control can observe the problem through the



computer vision and take corrective action. We would like to send the right
commands without having to modify the robot, and without changing the PID
controller in the robot’s electronics.
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Fig. 1. An omnidirectional robot (left) receives commands for driving in a star-shaped
path starting from the origin (right). The robot keeps its orientation towards the north.
The robot has difficulties driving straight along the diagonals.

A related problem is that of driving a robot with an imperfect chassis. When
the wheels and motors are mounted, it can happen that one wheel finishes having
an extra millimeter or two of axis length. More frequently, the motors themselves
are different. Some are older motors, some are new. The older motors do not pro-
vide exactly the same torque as the newer motors, for the same PWM signal.
The PID controller takes care of equalizing the motor speeds, but when the robot
starts and before the PID controller can become active, the differences can be
high enough to send the robot in a slightly different direction. The difference in
the grip of the wheels on the floor can exacerbate the problem. It is difficult to
adjust the PID controller to cope with all eventualities, also because such differ-
ences are dynamic. Fig. 1 shows how a robot drives when trying to move very
fast along a star-shaped path. The inaccuracies are larger along the diagonals,
but are present in all eight directions.

The first solution which comes to mind to the problems mentioned above
is that of having a perfect physical model of the robot, which can be used to
predict the robot’s behavior whenever something happens (for example, a motor
delivers only half of the torque, or an axis is 3 mm longer than the others, etc.).
However, it is difficult to derive a good analytic approximation of the real robot.
In addition, since the robots are different we would need one model for each
robot.

The solution we propose here is to let the vision system learn the behavior of
the robot “on the fly”, from observations collected by the cameras. The learned
robot response is as good as an analytical model if it can be used to predict



the behavior of the robot to the next command. We can then anticipate if the
robot will perform according to our wishes or not, and take corrective action in
advance. Think of a soldier who mixes up right with left. You give the command
”turn right”, and the soldier turns left. After two or three such experiences, you
just order the soldier to turn left, when it should go to the right, and vice versa
– the soldier behaves now as we would like.

Moreover, we propose to dynamically retrain the robot’s behavior predictor,
so that whenever the system observes that the current predictor is not accurate
enough, a new predictor is computed. Using the new predictor, we can again
anticipate what a malfunctioning robot will do with the next command, and
then take corrective action. The work described here takes corrective actions
purely by software. The robot learns to heal itself.

Related work has been done on methods to cope with differences in the hard-
ware platform, as described by Kleiner, but at a higher behavioral level [9]. The
authors teach slightly different robots to optimally shoot a ball. Reinforcement
learning is used to learn the correct activation of the behavior needed. In a
previous paper, we described how to apply learning algorithms to optimize the
PID controller needed for driving an omnidirectional robot [7]. This is learning
applied to the lowest hardware level.

There is a general interest in the issue of fault tolerant architectures for
robotic control. Parallel control architectures can be used [8]. Self-repairing
strategies for 3D motion planning have been investigated [5], and also for pro-
duction systems [10]. Eventually, self-repairing robots will be built.

2 Learning the robots behavior

We started applying predictors for robot behavior when our robots became too
fast for the existing system delay. A robot driving at 2 m/s can move 20 cm in
100 ms. This could be the difference between stopping just in front of another
robot or colliding with it. Another advantage of learning the behavior of robots
in response to commands, is that the predictor can be used in a simulator.

In our control system loop the only external physical sensors used for behavior
control are two video cameras (the motors on the robots have pulse counters,
but this information is not available to the off-the-field controlling computer).
The global computer vision system analyzes the video images and produces as
output the positions and orientations of the robots and ball. Our adaptive vision
is described in detail in [11, 4].

The data available for behavior control comes from the past. The frame
captured at time t takes a certain time to get to the computer and be processed.
Once the video image has been processed, it takes some time for the wireless
command to reach the robot, to be decoded, and executed. All of this elapsed
time is the system delay, which in our small-size platform varies between 100 to
150 ms.

To cope with the system delay, we let a neural network or linear associator
learn the correspondence between past positions and commands sent to the robot



(for example, during the last previously seen six frames) and the future positions
(from one to four frames in advance). This data is collected just by driving the
robot around the field and logging all positions and commands.
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Fig. 2. The robot moves in a curved path. The line segments show the predicted
movement for the succesive acceleration commands. The prediction error is larger at
the sharp curve.

Once the predictor has been trained, we control the robot according to the
predicted position when the commands arrive, and not the past position. Typi-
cally, we predict four frames in advance (see [2]). Fig. 2 shows a robot driving and
its predicted position four frames in advance, at every frame. The behavior con-
trol module send the commands to the robots: desired rotational velocity, driving
speed and direction, as well as the activation of the kicking device. The hier-
archical reactive behavior control system of the FU-Fighters team is described
in [1].

The execution of commands in the robot is overseen by a microcontroller
running a PID controller for omnidirectional wheels, and which uses the feedback
from the motor pulse counters (see [3, 7]).

For more information about measuring the delay, the design of the neural
and linear prediction system, and the different learning algorithms, please refer
to our previous work described in [2, 6].

3 Correcting a Robot through Prediction

In what follows we assume that the vision system has tracked the robot for some
time (several seconds) and has trained a neural network or linear associator to
predict the position of the robot several frames in advance. We then apply this
predictor in different ways, as described next.



3.1 Startup Correction

As Fig. 1 shows, when a robot starts driving fast, the intended direction is dif-
ferent from the actual direction taken by the robot. We first show how to correct
this simple case. We assume that the history of the robot does not influence
its motion in the future, and we apply the standard prediction module in the
experiments.

The inputs to our predictor are usually the positions and commands in the
last frames. We set these inputs to zero, and we leave as only non-zero input
the command we want to test. The output of the predictor is the predicted
“instantaneous” response of the system. If the predicted behavior (the direction
(x, y) in which the robot moves) differs from the desired behavior, we make a
search for a better command for the Euclidean velocities along the x and y axis,
i.e. (vx, vy), varying the relative magnitude of vx and vy. We then just select
the command for the most accurate predicted motion (in the desired direction
(x, y)).

Fig. 3. The robot command correction for two types of robots with the startup method.
A normal robot, and a robot with a 30o rotated cover, (from left to right). The thin
radial lines represent the ordered driving direction. The thick line is the real direction
driven by the robot after four frames.

Fig. 3 illustrates the idea of the startup correction. Each picture shows the
desired driving direction for a command (vx, vy) as a line from the center of a
circle towards the periphery. At the periphery of the circle we continue the line
with the real direction in which the robot drives when it receives this command.
For a perfect robot, each radial line continues the other. A broken line shows that
the robot does not drive as precisely as it should for a given command. The first
image in Fig. 3 shows the behavior of a conventional robot, the second image to
the right shows the behavior of a robot where the cover has been rotated 30o.
As can be seen, from this information it is easy to select the command which
drives the robot not in the ideal direction, but in the real direction we want to
obtain.



An extreme example that this simple method works, is the case of a robot
where the cover has been rotated 180o. The robot is uncontrollable and drives
widly on the field. After the startup correction is applied, the robot can be
controlled and follows the star-shaped path (see Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. The path of a robot moving along a star-shaped path, when the cover has been
rotated 180o and the startup correction is applied. Without the correction the robot is
uncontrollable.

In the second method, considered below, we include the history of the robot
in our computation, further improving the results.

3.2 Online Correction

We can apply the same basic idea discussed above in a dynamic world. We include
in the prediction computation the history of the robot and the commands sent
in the past. We predict the position of the robot four frames in advance from
the last seen position, and five frames in advance (adding one fourth of the
displacement and rotation for the four-frame prediction).

Now, we can experiment with different robot commands to match the desired
motion with the predicted one. The predicted motion of the robot is the difference
between its position in the 4th frame in the future, and the predicted position
in the fifth frame in the future (remember that commands are only effective in
the future due to the system delay). We now minimize the difference between
the predicted motion and the desired motion.

We can easily modify our predictor to compute directly the difference we
need. We trained a linear predictor, using as input the last six positions and ori-
entations of the robot (relative to the current position and orientation), and also
the last six and current motion commands. The output of the new predictor is
the relative direction between the fourth and the fifth frame in the future. Vary-
ing the current robot command results in different outputs, which are compared



to the desired direction. Thus, we can make a search for the robot command,
which minimizes the error between the desired and the real (predicted) direction.
The search is very fast.
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Fig. 5. The path of a robot following a star-shaped path, with no correction of the
commands (left) and with online correction (right). The blue line shows the optimal
path and the green line shows the actual motion.

Fig. 5 shows a test with a real robot. A standard robot drives in a star-
shaped path without correction of the motion commands (on the left side of the
figure) and with online correction (on the right). As can be clearly seen, the
actual driving behavior of the robot differs substantially from the actual driving
path. By applying the inverse prediction system online a more accurate path
is achieved. The small deviations in the horizontal and vertical axes have been
nearly eliminated and the deviations in the diagonal have been strongly reduced.

4 Damaged robots and improved cost function

The same techniques applied in the previous section to robots which are not
accurate enough can now be applied to solve the problem of a damaged motor.

As a first example, we can make the driving behavior of a robot substantially
worse just rotating its cover. This is an “artificial damage” because the robot
cannot drive straight and oscillates. Fig. 6 shows the case of a robot with a
cover which has been rotated 30o. The left side of the figure shows the driving
behavior of the robot without correction. The right graph shows the path with
online correction.
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Fig. 6. The path of a robot following a star-shaped path, when the cover has been
rotated 30o. Left, with no correction of the commands, right with online correction.

4.1 Motor damage

Our robots have four omnidirectional wheels, when one motor is damaged, the
robot has enough redundancy to still drive omnidirectionally but the PID con-
troller on the robot tries to control four motors. We could of course have different
PID controllers in the robot, and when a motor fails, we could switch from a
four wheel to a three wheel controller. However, if the motor just partially fails
(it starts to deliver less power, if for example the motor has become very hot) it
would be desirable to have a way of adapting the commands sent by the high-
level control. Also, the robot electronics could be a black-box which we do not
want or cannot modify.
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Fig. 7. Movement of a robot with a damaged motor, when moving along a star-shaped
path. Left, without correction; right, with the correction of a specially trained predictor.



In our experiments, we took a robot with four motors and disconnected one
of them. The vision system tracks the robot for some time and learns to predict
its response function to commands, as discussed above. We then apply the on-
line correction to the damaged robot with great success. As can be seen in Fig. 7
the driving behavior of the damaged robot is similar to that of a fault-free robot.
The robot is somewhat slower, but it can drive accurately again.

As this simple experiment shows, it is then feasible to make these types of
corrections during RoboCup games. If a motor completely fails, or loses power,
the high-level control can let the robot drive for some time, relearn its driving
behavior, and apply the online correction. The result is a robot that heals after
a few seconds because the coach (the central computer) knows which commands
to send.

4.2 Improved cost function

The angle between the desired direction and the predicted direction of the tested
robot command can be used as a cost function for analyzing commands. The
command with the smallest cost is the best command. The example in Fig. 8
shows, however, that this is not always the case. If the robot is about to change
abruptly its direction, the best command should allow this direction change as
fast as possible. As can be seen in Fig. 8 (left), the smallest angle is produced
by a robot command which drives the robot far away from its desired direction.
We need to modify the original approach

Best angle

Best command

Desired direction

o1

p2

p1

o2

Desired direction

Fig. 8. An example of a drastic change of direction. In the left diagram, we want the
robot to reverse direction by 180 degrees. The “best” angle is calculated by finding the
smallest angle between the desired and all tested predicted movements. The smallest
angle is not the best choice. The larger angle is better, because the command slows
down the robot faster, although the robot still moves forward due to its inertia. In the
second method on the right side, the predicted direction is decomposed into a parallel
p and an orthogonal o component relative to the desired direction.



We can improve the cost function to handle the case mentioned above. A
robust method for calculating a convenient cost function and thus finding the
best command is shown on the right side of Fig. 8. The predicted direction
is decomposed into two parts with respect to the desired direction: a parallel
component p, and an orthogonal component o. The best command can then be
found calculating the maximum of the sum

argmaxvi∈V (pi − λ|oi|) (1)

where V is the set of all predicted directions vi. We tested several values for
the constant λ. The results presented here were computed with λ = 2. Tests
with λ = 3, λ = 4, and λ = 5 produced similar results. The set of tested
robot commands contains all commands between d − 40o and d + 40o, where d
is the desired direction, and with a step size of 0.1o. The improvement of this
decomposition method compared to the previous straightforward comparison of
directions is shown in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9. A robot driving in a star-shaped path, using the angle based cost function
for the correction (left), and using the decomposition based cost function (right). The
robot drives more smoothly with the second approach.

5 Computational cost

The computational cost of the online correction method described in this paper
is low. Since we use neural networks or linear predictors, and since the history
of the robot remains constant while we test different commands, we only need
to recompute those parts of the network or linear model where the input has
changed. Fig. 10 gives an idea of the computations involved. The dotted lines
represent variable inputs. Only the command (bx, by, r) (x velocity, y velocity,
rotational velocity) is modified, the rest of the inputs remain constant. It is thus



possible to keep track of the changes, and the computational cost for a new
prediction is greatly reduced.

This is specially true for a linear model, which is a special kind of neural
network with summation as activation function. In a linear model, a few addi-
tional multiplications and additions allow us to test a command to obtain the
predicted movement of the robot.

One possibility we are examining, is training another network to learn the
inverse of the prediction network. This is more difficult than it seems, because
the commands are constrained by the mechanical characteristics of the robots.
It is easier to test feasible commands, as we do, than invert the function and
preserve all mechanical constraints, so that only feasible commands are produced
by the inverted network.

Fig. 10. The neural net used for the prediction and the varying inputs.

6 Conclusion and Outlook

In this paper we discussed how to find the correct command to be sent to a
robot which is moving inaccurately due to (a) mechanical imperfections, (b) a
rotated cover, (c) a malfunctioning motor.

Our robots are mechanically rather inaccurate when they start to move.
Once a robot is moving forward, for example, it is easy to keep the direction of
motion. But it is difficult to start moving fast exactly in the desired direction
due to many mechanical reasons. The online correction method described here
has been incorporated in the control module of our robots which can now drive
much more accurately, even when they start moving at great speed.

The experiments with malfunctioning robots were performed individually,
not during a game. However, it would be easy to extend our control architecture



to handle malfunctioning robots while the game is in progress. In another paper
we describe the work we are doing on an coach for the small-size league, which
would have this as one of its duties.

One possible improvement to the methods presented here is to integrate in the
computations any incorrect rotation of the robot caused by its motion. We would
have to define a function assigning a weight to incorrect motion and another to
incorrect orientation. It is easier to drive straight when the orientation is not
important and vice versa. The high-level control must then decide, according to
the play situation, what is more important, accurate linear movement or accurate
orientation.

Our work is a further step towards fully adaptive autonomous robots, which
learn to adapt to new conditions even in the case of mechanical failure. Two, or
even three damaged motors (out of four) can be compensated, but then whole
sequences of commands, not single commands, must be learned. We will report
on that work when it is finished.
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